WORK ZONE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS (PRE-CONSTRUCTION SERVICES)

As part of DOTD’s on-going commitment to work zone safety, required work zone training courses must now be taken every four years in order for personnel to remain eligible to work on DOTD projects. For consultants performing pre-construction services (i.e., design, survey, subsurface utility, geotechnical, traffic, bridge inspection, environmental services), appropriate personnel must take these courses. In general, the responsible charge of traffic control plans shall be required to have Traffic Control Supervisor training. For field services performed within the clear zone, at least one member of the field crew shall have Traffic Control Supervisor or Traffic Control Technician training. Consultant should identify all personnel listed in the staffing plan for the project that have completed the appropriate work zone training courses. Current certifications of compliance for this training should be submitted with and made part of Consultant’s DOTD Form 24-102. The consultant shall explain in Section 13 of DOTD Form 24-102 how they plan to meet the work zone requirements. However, all requirements shall be met prior to contract execution. It will be the prime consultant’s responsibility to ensure their staff and sub-consultants have the appropriate work zone training.

The above requirements are the minimum to perform work on DOTD projects. It is desired that all staff have work zone training as shown below:

- **Engineers:**
  - Traffic Control Technician
  - Traffic Control Supervisor
  - Flagger

- **Engineer Interns:**
  - Traffic Control Technician
  - Traffic Control Supervisor
  - Flagger

- **Field Senior Technicians, Survey Party Chiefs, and SUE Worksite Traffic Supervisors:**
  - Traffic Control Technician
  - Traffic Control Supervisor
  - Flagger

- **Field Personnel:**
  - Traffic Control Technician
  - Flagger

Approved courses are offered by ATSSA and AGC. Substitutes for these courses must be approved by the LA DOTD Work Zone Task Force. Specific training course requirements are:

- **Flagger:**
  - Successful completion every four years of a work zone flagger course approved by the Department. The “DOTD Maintenance Basic Flagging Procedures Workshop” is not an acceptable substitute for the ATSSA and AGC flagging courses.
Traffic Control Technician (TCT): Successful completion every four years of a work zone traffic control technician course approved the Department. After initial successful completion, it is not necessary to retake this course every four years if Traffic Control Supervisor training is completed every four years.

Traffic Control Supervisor (TCS): Successful completion of a work zone traffic control supervisor course approved by the Department. Following an initial completion, traffic control supervisors must either complete a 1-day TCS refresher course or retake the original 2-day TCS course every four years.

ATSSA contact information: (877) 642-4637
WORK ZONE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS (CE&I)

For Consultants performing Construction Engineering and Inspection (CE&I) projects, all project personnel (engineers, engineer interns, and field personnel, excluding Asphalt Plant Inspector and Office Manager) listed in the staffing plan for the project shall have completed the appropriate work zone training courses at the time of submittal. Current certifications of compliance for this training shall be submitted with and made part of Consultant’s DOTD Form 24-102.

Engineers:
- Traffic Control Technician
- Traffic Control Supervisor
- Flagger

Engineer Interns:
- Traffic Control Technician
- Traffic Control Supervisor
- Flagger

Construction Senior Technicians*:
- Traffic Control Technician
- Traffic Control Supervisor
- Flagger

Construction Inspectors*:
- Flagger
- Traffic Control Technician

*Excluding Asphalt Plant Inspector and Office Manager

Approved courses are offered by ATSSA and AGC. Substitutes for these courses must be approved by the LA DOTD Work Zone Task Force. Specific training course requirements are:

Flagger: Successful completion every four years of a work zone flagger course approved by the Department. The “DOTD Maintenance Basic Flagging Procedures Workshop” is not an acceptable substitute for the ATSSA and AGC flagging courses.

Traffic Control Technician (TCT): Successful completion every four years of a work zone traffic control technician course approved the Department. After initial successful completion, it is not necessary to retake this course every four years if Traffic Control Supervisor training is completed every four years.

Traffic Control Supervisor (TCS): Successful completion of a work zone traffic control supervisor course approved by the Department. Following an initial completion, traffic control supervisors must either complete a 1-day TCS refresher course or retake the original 2-day TCS course every four years.

ATSSA contact information: (877) 642-4637